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Re: TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTlHORITY 
Watts Bar Nucleaj.-2Jt, Units 1 and 2 
AEC Docket Nos.Q5G-39Z) and 50-391 

Gentlemen: 

The public hearings concerning radiological health and safety 
and environmental aspects of the facilities in the captioned 
matter have been completed and the presiding Atomic Safety 
and Licensing Board has issued its Initial Decision dated 
December 19, 1972. The Board, on the basis of its considera
tion of such aspects, has authorized the issuance of construction 
permits for these facilities. However, the time periods associated 
with certain procedural aspects of the Comnmission's antitrust 
review have not yet elapsed.  

Your letter dated September 18, 1972, requested an exemption, 
pursuant to the provisions of Section 50.12 of 10 CFR Part 50, 
to permit certain work to be conducted on the Watts Bar Nuclear 
Plant piror to the issuance of construction permits by the 
Commission. The work for which the exemption is sought 
includes: 

- general site clearing and grading 
- excavation of the powerhouse building foundation, the 

intake channel and the pumping station 
- erection of temporary construction facilities 
- construction of a railway spur 
- construction of holding pond dikes 
- upgrading of existing dock facility 
- cooling tower foundation tests 

We have reviewed your request for an exemption under the pro
visions of Section 50.12 of 10 CFR Part 50 and the reasons set 
forth In support thereof- We have determined that the granting of 
an exemption for the work described in the request is authorized 
by law, will not endanger life or property or the common defense 
and security, and is otherwise in the public interest. The 
basis for this determnation is -set forth in the enclosed 
- -uumut-:-antt.1d •n and Findi~ngs by the DiLrectorate _ 
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of Licensing, U. S. Atomic Energy Commission, Relating to a 
Request for an Exemption from Licensing for Certain Construction 
Activities at the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2, AEC 
Docket Nos. 50-390 and 50-391." 1The Discussion and Findings 
considers your reqeest in light of the record of the completed 
public hearings, including the Initial Decision of the presiding 
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board which authorized the issuance 
of construction permits for these facilities. A copy of a 
Federal Maister notice entitled "Determination Oo Grant 
Exemption From Licensing for Certain Construction Activities 
at the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant Site" is also enclosed. This 
notice has been sent to the Office of the Federal Register 
for publication.' 

Accordingly, the Commission hereby authorizes you to perform 
the work as described in your September 18, 1972 letter. This 
exemption shall terminate upon the issuance of construction 
permits authorizing construction of the Watts Bar Nuclear 
Plant, Units 1 and 2.  

It should be noted that the Co mission has made no determination 
with respect to matters covered in Section 105c of the Act.  
And, in the event that the Comassion determines that an 
antitrust hearing is required in connection with this application, 
the issuance of construction permits would be subject to the 
completion of the antitrust proceeding and the findings made 
therein. Accordingly, any construction pursuant to this 
exemption is performed entirely at the risk of the Tennessee 
Valley Authority.  

Sincerely, 

OALginae signed by A. GCimbusso 

A. Giambusso, Deputy Director 
for Reactor Projects 

Directorate of Licensing 

Enclosures: 
1. Discussion and Findings 
2. Federal Register Notice 

cc: Mr. Robert H. Marquis 
629 New Sprankle Building 
Knoxville, Tennessee 37919 
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bcc: Mr. Walter Lambert, Director 
Office of Urban and Federal Affairs 
321 Seventh Avenue, North 
Nashville, Tennessee 37219 

Mr. Francis P. Jung, Acting Director 
Division of Radiological Health 
Tennessee Department of Public Health 
727 Cordell Hull Building 
Nashville, Tennessee 37219 

Mr. Craig Roberts 
Office of Radiation Programs 
Environmental Protection Agency 
Room 18-81, Parklawn Building 
Rockville, Maryland 20852 

Mr. Frank Redmond 
Region IV 
Environmental Protection Agency 
1421 Peachtree Street, N. W.  
Suite 300 
Atlanta, Georgia 30309

OO F II EE I• ............................ ........................................ ................ ...................................................................... .....  

S U R N A M EE I1 ...............................................................................................................................................................  
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ATOMIC ENERGY COMKISSION 

In the Matter of ) ) 
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY ) Docket Nos. 50-390 & 50-391 ) 
(Watts Bar Nuclear Plant ) 

Units 1 and 2) 

DETERMINATION TO GRANT- EXEMPTION FROM LICENSING FOR CERTAIN 
CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES AT THE WATTS BAR 

NUCLEAR PLANT SITE 

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR §50.12 of the Atomic 

Energy Commission's (Commission) regulations, the Commission 

has granted an exemption from the requirements of 10 CFR §50.10(b) 

to the Tennessee Valley Authority (the applicant) for certain 

construction activities involving the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant 

Units 1 and 2 prior to a decision regarding the issuance of 

a construction permit.  

In an application dated May 18, 1971, the applicant requested 

permits to construct two pressurized water nuclear power reactors, 

designated as the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, Units 1 & 2, at 

the applicant's site on the Tennessee River in Rhea County, 

Tennessee. In accordance with the Atomic Energy Act and the 

Commission's regulations in 10 CFR Chapter 1, public hearings 

have been held in the captioned matter concerning radiological 

health and safety and environmental aspects of the proposed 

facilities. These hearings have been completed and the presiding 

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board has issued its Initial Decision
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dated December 19, 1972, which, on the basis of its considera

tion of such aspects, authorizes the issuance of construction 

permits for these facilities. However, the time periods 

associated with certain procedural aspects of the Commission's 

antitrust review have not yet elapsed, although Notice of 

Receipt of Attorney General's Advice has been published in 

the Federal Register on December 19, 1972 (37 F.R. 27676), 

reflecting that the Attorney General found no antitrust prob

lems which would require an antitrust hearing.  

By letter dated September 18, 1972, the applicant requested 

an exemption from the provisions of 10 CFR §50.10(b) for certain 

construction activities at the proposed site prior to a decision 

regarding the issuance of a construction permit and provided 

the Commission with supporting information, including information 

on the environmental impact of the activities to be conducted 

under the exemption, if granted.  

After consideration and balancing of the factors specified 

in 10 CFR §50.12 of the Commission's regulations, it has been 

determined that the work requested in the exemption is authorized 

by law and will not endanger life or property or the common 

defense and security and is otherwise in the public interest 

and should be authorized. The granted exemption limits the 

work to be performed to general site clearing and grading, 

excavation of the powerhouse building foundation, the intake

T
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channel and the pumping station, erection of temporary construc

tion facilities, construction of a railroad spur, construction 

of holding pond dikes, upgrading of the existing dock facility, 

and certain cooling tower foundation tests.  

The basis for granting this exemption is set forth in 

a document entitled "Discussion and Findings by the Directorate 

of Licensing, U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Relating to a 

Request for an Exemption from Licensing for Certain Construction 

Activities at the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2, 

AEC Docket Nos. 50-390/391," dated December 22, 1972. The 

applicant's letter of September 18, 1972, and referenced 

supporting information, relating to this request for an 

exemption, a letter from the Deputy Director for Reactor 

Projects, Directorate of Licensing, to the applicant dated 

December 22, 1972, granting the exemption, and the Discussion 

and Findings referred to above are available for public 

inspection at the Commission's Public Document Room, 1717 H 

Street, NW, Washington, D. C. and the Dayton Public Library, 

First Avenue, Dayton, Tennessee 37321. Copies of the 

Discussion and Findings document may be obtained upon 

request addressed to the United States Atomic Energy Commission, 

Washington, D. C. 20545, Attention: Deputy Director for Reactor 

Projects, Directorate of Licensing.
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Dated at Bethesda, Maryland this 22nd day of December, 1972.  

FOR THE ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION: 

A. Giambusso, Deputy Director 
for Reactor Projects 

Directorate of Licensing



DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS BY THE 

DIRECTORATE OF LICENSING 

U. S. ATOMIC ENERGY COM\ISSION 

RELATING TO 

A REQUEST 

FOR AN EXEMPTION FROM LICENSING FOR CERTAIN CONSTRUCTION 

ACTIVITIES AT THE 

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT 

UNITS 1 AND 2 

AEC DOCKET NOS. 50-390 AND 50-391 

DECEMBER 22 , 1972



The radiological health and safety, and environmental reviews 

of the Watts Bar construction permit application by the Commission's 

Regulatory staff have been completed, and the Safety Evaluation 

Report has been issued (August 28, 1972). The staff concluded 

that the facility can be constructed without undue risk to 

the health and safety of the public. The staff has evaluated 

the Final Environmental Statement (FES) prepared by TVA and 

has concluded that it meets applicable requirements and is ade

quate to support the issuance of construction permits. (A 

copy of the letter dated November 7, 1972, from Mr. Giambusso, 

Deputy Director for Reactor Projects, Directorate of Licensing, 

to Dr. Francis Gartrell, Director of Environmental Research 

and Development for TVA, setting forth the staff's conclusions, 

is attached as Appendix A.) 

A public hearing require'd by the Atomic Energy Act and the 

Commission's regulations before the Atomic Safety and Licensing 

Board (ASLB) concerning the construction permit application, 

has been held. The Initial Decision of the Board carefully assessed 

the evidence in the proceeding with respect to health and 

safety issues as well as environmental considerations; inde

pendently considered the balance among the factors contained 

in the record; and concluded that the construction permits should 

be issued. A copy of the Board's decision is attached hereto 

as Appendix B.

-,l
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In accordartce with Commission regulations, however, the 

earliest date that the construction permits may be issued would 

be at the conclusion of the 30-day period following publication 

of Notice in the Federal Register of the Advice of the Attorney 

General concerning the antitrust aspects of the application.  

In the event that interested parties request an antitrust 

hearing the delay could extend beyond the 30-day period. Advice 

was received from the Attorney General in a letter dated 

December 11, 1972, and was published in the Federal Register 

on December 19, 1972. Thus, the earliest date on which the 

construction permits can be issued is January 18, 1973.  

By letter dated September 18, 1972, pursuant to Section 

50.12 of 10 CFR Part 50, the Tennessee Valley Authority requested 

an exemption from the licensing requirements of 10 CFR Part 50 

to permit commencement of certain onsite construction work 

for the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant. The following activities are 

those for which an exemption is sought: 

- general site clearing and grading 

- excavation of powerhouse building foundation, intake 

channel and pumping station 

- erection of temporary construction plant facilities 

- construction of railway spur 

- construction of holding pond dikes
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-. upgrading of existing dock facility 

- cooling tower foundation tests 

The applicant's letter of September 18, 1972, provided 

information in support of the exemption request. This included 

a description of the work to be undertaken, the resulting 

environmental impacts including the availability of redress, 

the effect of the activities upon subsequent adopticn of alter

natives, and the effect of construction delay on the public 

interest. In light of the status of this record, discussed 

above, applicant's pending exemption request under Section 50.12 

of 10 CFR Part 50 remains appropriate for Commission considera

tion and disposition.  

The Commission's regulation in 10 CFR Part 50, provides that 

the Commission may grant such an exemption upon reaching appropriate 

conclusions with respect to the following issues: 

(1) Whether conduct or continuation of the activities will 

give rise to a significant adverse impact on the environment 

and the nature and extent of such impact, if any; 

(2) Whether redress of any adverse environmental impact from 

conduct or continuation of the activities can reasonably 

be effected if necessary; 

(3) Whether conduct or continuation of the activities would 

foreclose subsequent adoption of alternatives; and
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(4) The effect of delay in conducting the activities on the 

public interest, including the >ower needs to be served 

by the proposed facility, the availability of alternative 

sources, if any, to meet those needs on a timely basis-, 

and delay costs to the applicant and to consumers.  

The character of the overall environmental impact of the 

entire facility is fully described in the FES, and the FES 

carefully considers alternatives to the construction of the 

Watts Bar facility as proposed. The record as a whole (FES, testi

mony, Initial Decision) in the construction permit proceeding 

demonstrates that the Watts Bar alternative was determined 

not to have an environmental impact greater than that of any 

of the other alternatives.  

The overall project, including the costs and benefits 

thereof, was assessed and it was concluded that balancing the 

various factors warranted issuance of the construction permit.  

The activities covered by the exemption request constitute 

a small portion of the construction of the project as proposed 

and as analyzed in its entirety by the staff and the ASLB.  

Authorization of these actions would in no way prejudice the 

results of the environmental review required by NEPA and the 

Commission's regulations inasmuch as this review has been 

completed and such activities are entirely consistent with the 

I
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overall actions considered in such reviews. Neither would such 

authorization foreclose the consideration of any alternatives, 

since this consideration has already been completed, and as 

indicated above, no alternative was found to be superior 

to the alternative proposed. In view of the limited character 

of the activity covered by the exemption in the context of 

the overall project, there is, from an environmental standpoint, 

little adverse impact of the proposed limited construction 

activities for which the need for redress might ultimately 

be required. In any eveftt, the applicant has indicated in 

its exemption request its commitment to expend the resources 

necessary to restore the site should redress be required.  

Although the actual period of delay in the issuance of 

the construction permit cannot be determined accurately at this 

time, even if the delay is limited, undesirable consequences 

are likely to result. The applicant states that further delay 

in the Watts Bar operation schedule at this time jeopardizes 

the overall timetable for the plant and will result in sizable 

additional cost to TVA power consumers as well as considerable 

expenditure of coal and oil resources to replace the power.  

Inasmuch as there are no reasons from the radiological 

health and safety, and environmental points of view to justify
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further delay of the work described in the exemption request, 

and that further delay would effect the above-noted undesirable 

consequences, the Directorate of Licensing has determined that 

the exemption requested pursuant to 10 CFR Part 50.12 is 

authorized by law, will not endanger life or property or the 

common defense and security and is otherwise in the public 

interest and should therefore be granted.
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~ Co~. ~UNITED STATES 

* ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20545 

J)TzS 
' November 7, 1972 

Dochct No. 5 0-'3 

Dr. 37rv.--Jci 

Tecz=ýssae Va--1c.-y Lu1.hority 

720 Each'cy c3C 
Cjiattanoo;ýa, $7O 

Dc--- Dr. Cartrell1 

Vn-e A 7oýic Jlcrfy Cricol .C-Ystaf- 1has r-V`.evCwcd h 

L UfC, Jlts Ix n-nd. 2, wa.. a-i prprý -, ay TVA.. **h" statn-.*nt 

scat by thc 2 o h pac rat- - oZ Its cvrY1aa ac;ft 

and thus ad-cciuaatce del' _rt-1 - aosbet ~t in light ofi the 

czqcrcz.ncr aie in 0ur cpreratioll o suich stazacats for other 
ts restalz of t.1i;s rCvi"C-'; it was noted ~tht the 

treati givcua to zsvcrai o-Z.041cs was less complete thsan 6osirable.  

The areas so idenut-LiCd inclueded: 

1) do-cecc of substauatiOatiof of neecd for powar, aval-11 

ability of purchasred power, aand- effect. of not 

constructings the 1Watts Ba:r P2.alt; 

2) desrca of-sibstantiaItion imider alternat-ives of lack 

offesiiltYof oil-fi1rerd plant based on, long-,temr 

avail-ability of 1fuel; anad 

3) corisie0ration 0.f such cnvirrofl'etaClV- z cs o 

altcrxnativa plan-tt sitcCs aa e-Ffect on rccroeatioal& 

Usia and ncsth'otico, and provi1ciLor o'f data sa-pportin

Cac;parisofl of site.-reclated cosz factors for altern~ato 

sites.
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Dr. FranciG ~c -2- -November 7, 1972 

Caoc 0 0,T a no prov~iid further Wommti~on supplamenting 

thn ~ of" th~e above ncotc± aras L tt e t c ition of this 

applic~e reqi ramts a'.2 that it is adequate to support the licen~sinlg 

Sincerel1y, 

A. Gkim-n)thuso. ~ 

A. Giambtuzso, De~puty Director? 

Directorate of Licensinig
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 

In thie Matter of The 

"TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY Docket Nos. 50-390 50 -391 

(Wratts Bar Nuclear Plant 
SUnits 1 and 2) 

INITIAL DECISION 

I. PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

1. This proceeding involves the application of the 

Tennessee Valley Authority ("Applicant") pursuant to 

Section 103 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended 

("Act"), for construction permits to construct two 

Sprcssurized water reactors, each designed to operate 

initially at 3,411 megawatts (thermal), to be located at 

S. .Applicant's 967-acre Watts Bar site on the western shore 

of Chickamauga Reservoir in Rhea County, Tennessee, 

Sapproximately 8 miles southeast of Spring City, Tennessee.  

2. The application dated May 14, 1971, and its 18 

subsequent amendments are herein collectively referred 

to as the "Application." Environmental docunents con

sisted of Applicant's draft detailed statement of

ý.i ý_- -. - 1- ý% - ,_ , ý, -' F'-
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environmental considerations dated May 14, 1971, supple

ments and additions to the draft dated April 7, 1972, 

and a final environmental statement dated November 9, 

1972. The latter is herein referred to as the "environ

mental statement." 

3. The a-oli-ationf was reviewed by the Regulatory 

Staff ("Staff") of the Atomic Enerfy Commission ("CoIIDis

sion") and the Advisory Co-mittee on Reactor Safeguards 

("ACRS"), both of which concluded that there is reasonable 

assurance that Watts Bar Nuclear Plant Units 1 and 2 can 

be constructed and operated at the Watts Bar site without 

undue risk to the health and safety of the public. (SSE, 

p. 17-2; SSE 1, pp. BI-B3.) 2-/ The Staff and ACRS reviews 

are discussed in the findings below.  

2! The following abbreviations are used in citations to 

documents incorporated in the record: 
PSAR Preliminary Safety Evaluation Report (Appli

cant's Exhibit 1) 
FES - Final Environmental Statement (Applicant's 

Exhibit 2) 
Watson - Testimony of James E. Watson (following 

Tr. 136) 
ET - Applicant's Environmental Testimony (following 

Tr. 138) 
Answers - Applicant's Answers to ASIL Questions (fol

lowing Tr. 3.42) 
SSE - Staff Safety Evaluation (following Tr. 1.82) 

SSE 1 - Supplement No. 1 to SSE (followi:ng SSE follow
ing Tr. 182)
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4. The draft environmental statement, the supple

ment to the draft, and the final environmental statement 

were reviewed by the Staff, and the Staff 3oncluded that 

the environmental statement satisfies applicable require

ments and is adequate to support the licensing action 

(FES, Preface).  

5. 'n accordance with the requirements of the Act, 

a notice of hearing was published September 27, 1972 

(37 Fccl. Reg. 20191). An Atomic Safety and Licensing 

Board ('"Board") was established (37 Fed. Reg. 23199), 

and a prehearing conference was held in Dayton, 

Tennessee, on November 61 1972 (37 Fed. Reg. 23286). An 

evidentiary hearing open to the public was held in 

Dayton, Tennessee, on November 20, 1972 (37 Fed. Reg.  

24132), to consider whether construction permits should 

be issued to the Applicant. No petitions for leave to 

intervene were filed in this proceeding; accordingly, 

the only parties toa.the proceeding were the Applicant 

and Staff. This is not a contested proceeding within the 

meaning of Section 2.104 and Appendix A of 10 CFR Part 2.  

The testimony of 22 witnesses was presented at the hearing 

(Tr. 125, 133, 156, 176).



6. Eight limited appearances were made in support 

of the application. (Tr. 98-118.) A statement of the 

Honorable Sterling Gregory, County Jud-e of Meigs County, 

Tennessee, was also read into the record (Tr. 121-23).  

There were no appearances or written statements in oppo

sition to h p A opiication.  

7. Subsequent to completion of the evidentiary 

hearing, a letter dated November 21, 1972, and addressed 

to the Secretary, Atomic Energy Commission was received 

from John L. W?.lborn, Grant Review Coordinator, Office 

of Urban arnd Federal Affairs, State of Tennessee. The, 

letter describes the review of the application by the 

state agencies and sets forth opinion of the Tennessee 

Department of Public Health that "the Watts Bar Nuclear 

Plant can be operated without undue risk to the health 

and safety of the citizenry." The Board, by Order dated 

December 6, 197'2, reopened the record for the purpose of 

admitting this letter as an additional limited appearance.  

II. FINDINGS OF FACT 

A. Health and Safety Aspects

1. Dasign and Site



8. The application contains a description of the 

site and the basis for its suitability, a detailed 

description of the proposed facility, including those 

reactor systems and features which are essential to 

safety, an analysis of the safety features provided for 

in the facilit- desian, and an evaluation of various 

postulated accidents and hazards involved in the opera

tion of such a fcility and the engineered safety 

features provided to limit their effects. It also 

includcd a description of the technical qualifications of 

the Applicant, including those of its contractors, to 

design and construct the facility, and a description of 

the Applicant's quality assurance criteria and plans for 

the conduct of operations. (PSAR '9 1 through 15 and 

Appendices.) 

9. The record shows that Applicant has adequately 

described the proposed design of the facilities, including 

the principal architectural and engineering criteria for 

the design, and has identified the major features and 

components incorporated therein for the protection of 

the health and safety of the public, including:



(1) The design of the plant's major systems and compo

nents, which bear significantly on the acceptability of 

the facility at the proposed site under the site criteria 

guidelines identified in 10 CFR Part 300, has been 

analyzed and evaluated by the Applicant and the Staff.  

The design of the engineered safety features and the con

sequences of postulated accidents have been analyzed by 

the Applicant and evaluated by the Staff at the expected 

ultimate capacility of the facilities at 3,582 MVIt.  

(PSAR, 9 14, SSE p. 1-1.) Both evaluations demonstrate 

that the criteria set forth in 10 CFR Part 100 will be 

complied with.  

(2) Geological and seismological studies show that the 

Watts Bar site is located in a seismically stable region.  

Structures and equipment important to safety will be 

designed for the design-basis earthquake which has 

defined horizontal ground acceleration of 18 per cent of 

gravity. This is twice as severe as the design value for 

the operational-basis earthquake. (PSAR, § 2.9.2; SSE 

pp.2-1 6 , App. D and E.) 

(3) From a foundation standpoint, the site is generally 

suitable for the construction of the structures of the

71-1.



facility. In connection with design of the cooling water 

intake channel and the diesel generator building, appli
cant is continuing studies of slope stability and soils 

liquefaction and will not commence work on these 

structurcs until the Staff has reviewed and approved 

results of the studies. (SSE, pp. 2-16, 2-17, 3-7, 3-8; 

Tr. 181, 207; PSAR 9 2.8.) 

(4) Detailed studies by the Applicant of river and ground 

water conditions show that neither normal nor accidental, 

releases of radioactivity are expected to endanger 

drinking water supplies using the Tennessee River or 

ground wells in the viciiity of the Watts Bar site.  

(PSAR, § 2.7.2; FES, pp. 2.3-5, 2.10-2, 3; Tr. 160.) The 

Staff analyses support these conclusions. (SSE, pp. 2-13, 

2-14.) 

(5) Meteorological studies were initiated at the site 

beginning in June, 1972 (PSAR, § 2.6.3; FES, 1.1.3(6)).  

Analyses of prelimi-ary meteorological data were made by 

both Staff and Applicant to evaluate diffusion of 

releases from the plant (SSE, 2-6; Answers, 14). With 

respect to short-term accidental releases, there is
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almost exact agreement between Staff and Applicant.  

Staff's consultant, National Oceanographic and Atmospheric 

Administration (NOAA) has made an independent calculation 

of the relativc concentration which, when corrected to 

the same site boundary distance as used by Staff and 

Applicant, is about half that calculated by Staff and 

Applicants (Tr. 196). With respect to the limiting 

annual average concentration estimate at t1e site boundary, 

values calculated by Staff and Applicant are in essential 

agreement (2.34 x 10-5 and 2.6 x l0-5 sec/m 3 , respectively) 

(Answers, 14; SSE, p. 2-6), although Staff states, 

apparently erroneously,- that their value is "about a 

factor of two higher than the one calculated by the 

Applicant" (SSE, p. 2-6). NOAA, again, has calculated a 

somewhat lower value (1.4 x lO-5 sec/m 3 at a lesser site 

boundary distance) (SSE, p. B-3). Considering the pre

liminary nature of the meteorological input data, these 

various values are considered to be within a reasonable 

range of agreement (SSE, pp. 2-6, 2-7; Tr. 196, 197; 

Answers, p. 14). Improved data will be available at the 

time of establishment of technical specifications (Tr.  

197).
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(6) Applicant's current flood protection measures are 

capable of coping with any credible combination of dam 

failure and storm-related flood. (Tr. 206.) 

(7) The Applicant has provided an analysis demonstrating 

the ability of the ECCS design to meet the applicable 

requirements of the Commission's Interim Acceptance 

Criteria (PSAR, § 6.2; Tr. 200). The Staff concluded 

that the Applicant's ECCS design is in accordance with 

such criteria (SSE, pp. 5-15). The Applicant has agreed 

that it will keep the system design sufficiently flexible 

to comply with the requirements finally adopted by the 

Commission. This is consistent with the comments con

cerning improvements in the ECCS system by the ACRS in 

its letter of September 21, 1972. (Tr. 209, 210; Answers, 

p. 21.) 

10. In the August 28, 1972, Staff Safety Evaluation 

the Staff concluded that the Watts Bar ice condenser con

tainment system was acceptable and that the intent of 

General Design Criterion 50 had been met. (SSE, p. 5-1-

5-0.) In Supplement 1 to the safety evaluation, the 

Staff indicated that later information had not provided
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expected verification of the adequacy of the design 

margins. Accordingly, the Staff in Supplement I modified 

its previous position and proposed a further set of 

criteria to assure the adequacy of design margins.  

During the hearing, the Applicant amended its application 

to accept these additional criteria for the design of 

the Watts Bar facility (Tr. 161, 162). The Applicant 

and the. Staff agreed that the Applicant would have the 

further opportunity to demonstrate, on the basis of its 

own studies or informtation developed by the Commission, 

that the additional criteria could be modified and that 

the Staff would review such information and consider 

approval of such modification if convincing evidence is 

presented. (Tr. 203-205.) 

11. At the prehearing conference, November 6, 1972 

the Board propounded to Applicant and Staff certain ques

tions relating to health and safety issues (Prehearing 

Conf. Tr. 44-55). Applicant has answered those addressed 

to him. (Answers, pp. 1-39; Tr. 170-75.) Staff has 

answered those addressed to them and has agreed that 

Applicant's answers are acceptable and reasonable. (Tr.  

185, 196-208.) The Board is satisfied with the responses 

to its questions.
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12. While the record rei'lects ongoing investiga

tions, including ongoing assessment of fuel densification, 

the Staff is of the opinion that such fur'her information 

can reasonably be left for later consideration. (Tr. 205, 

208, 213, 214.) 

13. The Applicant has stated that the facility will 

be designed to comply with his understanding of the 

intent of the Corrmnission's General Design Criteria set 

forth ij.1 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, (PSAR 1.4-1) and 

has described and evaluated his methods of compliance 

(PSAR Appendix D and references therein). The Staff has 

found that the proposed design meets the intent of the 

General Design Criteria (SSE 3-1).  

2. Technical Qualifications 

14. The Westinghouse Electric Corporation will design 

and fabricate the two nuclear steam supply systems and 

furnish a completed-core design and nuclear fuel supply 

for the initial cores. The Applicant will act as its 

own architect-engineer and constructor for the Watts Bar 

Nuclear Plant. The Applicant has extensive experience 

in the design and construction of nuclear powtered
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generating stations gained through its participation in 

early nuclear power studies following World War II, 

thvough its participation in the Experimontal Gas-Cooled 

IReactor Project at Oak Ridge, and through the design 

and construction of Applicant's Browns Ferry and 

Sequoyah nuclear plants. (Watson, pp. 9-13; SSE, pp. 10

1--10-3; PSAR 9 1.8, 1.9.) 

15. The Staff concluded that, based on its review, 

the Applicant retains a technically competent engineering 

capability that can effectively manage, design, construct, 

and operate the facility. (SSE, pp. 10-1--10-3.) 

3. Financial Qualifications 

16. The Applicant is a corporate agency and instru

mentality of the United States, created by the Tennessee 

Valley Authority Act of 1933, 48 Stat. 58, as amended, 

16 U.S.C. 99 831-831dd (197O). In carrying out its 

resources development activities under the TVA Act, Appli

cant, among other things, is engaged in the generation, 

transmission, and sale of electric energy. The Applicant 

plans to finance the cost of construction of the proposed 

facility as an integral part of its total power program.
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The Applicant's power program is soundly financed and has 

adequate resources at its command for this undertaking.  

Funds required for design and construction of the Watts 

Bar plant will come from proceeds of the sale of bonds 

and notes and from available revenues of the power program.  

(Watson, pp. 14-16 and attached 1972 Power Annual Report; 

SSE, p. J.6-1 and Appendix G.) 

4. Common Defense and Security 

17. The activities to be conducted under the con

struction permits will be within the jurisdiction of the 

United States and all of the directors and principal 

officers of the Applicant are United States citizens.  

The Applicant is not owned, dominated, or controlled by 

an alien, a foreign corporation, or a foreign government.  

(SSE, p. 15-1.) 

18. The activities tq be conducted do not involve 

any restricted data, but the Applicant has agreed to 

safeguard any such data which might become involved in 

accordance with the Commission's regulations. (SSE, p.  

15-1.)
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19. Tile Applicant will obtain fuel as it is needed 

from sources of supply available for civilian purposes, 

so that no diversion of special nuclear material for 

military pur'poses will be involved. The Staff has con

cluded that tije activities to be performed will not be 

inimical to the common defense and security. (SSE, p.  

15-1.) 

5. Review by Staff and ACRS 

20. The Staff review, performed both by Staff 

members and Com-mission consultants, consisted of a 

thorough independent evaluation of all of the technical 

information submitted by the Applicant concerning the 

proposed plant and of a comparison of the plant with 

similar plants and systems. Included in this comprehen

sive review was a study of the physical characteristics 

of the site and its environs, of the planned facility 

design (including the reactor components, the cooling 

system, the containment and engineered safety features, 

and radwaste systems), of the technical and financial.  

qualifications of the Applicant to construct the facility, 

and of plans for the conduct of operations at the site.

---- V �
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In addition, quality assurance criteria were established 

for the Applicant, the effect of the operation of the 

plant on the common defense and security was studied, 

and consequences of various assumed accidents were cal

culated. The results of the Staff review are reflected 

in the Staff's Safety Evaluation issued August 28, 1972, 

and supplemented on November 17, 1972.  

21. The Atomic Energy Commission's Advisory Commit

tee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) condructed an independent 

review of the application. In a letter dated September 21, 

1972, to the Chairman of the Commissicn, the ACRS identi

fied items requiring further consideration, including 

improvements in the ECCS systems (discussed above), fuel 

densification considerations, ice condenser containment 

pressure analysis (discussed above), pipe whip protection, 

and effects of failure to scram on anticipated transients.  

The ACRS concluded that these matters can be resolved 

during construction and that, if due consideration is 

given to the identified items, the plant "can be con

structed with reasonable assurance that it can be opera

ted without undue risk to the health a&:d safety of the 

public." (SSE 1, pp. B-l--B-3.)
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B. Environmental Aspects 

1. Annll.cfbi.]jty of MEPA; Final Environmental 
Statemcn• 

22. As a Fcdcra). agency, Applicant is subject to 

the requiremLents of the National Environmental Policy 

Act of 1969, 42 U.S.C. i 4321 et seq. ("CEPA").  

Pursuant to guidelines issued by the Council on Environ

mental Quality ("CEQ") and in accordance with Section 

102(2) (C) of NEPA and Executive Order 11514, Applicant 

has established and made public agency procedures to 

implement the requirements of NEPA. (ET, p. 4.) 

23. CEQ Guidelihes (36 Fed. Reg. 7724) provide 

guidance as to appropriate arrangements for implementing 

the requirements of § 102(2)(C) of NEPA where more than 

one Federal agency is involved in an action requiring 

preparation of an environmental statement. In the case 

of the construction of Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, TVA is 

the Federal agency committing the government to the 

project. The environmental statement evaluates the 

entire project and no major or irreversible action has 

taken place or will take place prior to action by AEC
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with respect to the application for a construction 

permit. (ET, p. ll.) 

24. During the pendency of the proceeding, the 

Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972 

(P.L. 92-500) were enacted. There was some discussion 

between the Board, the Staff, and Applicant concerning 

the impact of such legislation on the actions of the 

Board in this proceeding. In general, it was noted 

that there appeared no barrier to the Board's completion 

of its determinations in accordance with the Notice of 

Hearin; and the Commission t s rules. It was also noted 

that the Board may, in a6cordance with the Commission's 

rules, authorize the issuance of the appropriate con

struction permit,) recognizing that no such permit would 

be issued by the Director of Regulation or his designees 

except in compliance with the requirements, if any, of 

the FWPICA as amended. (Tr, 74, 75, 77-81.) In this 

same connection, wv-~note that the Applicant has indicated 

its recognition of its obligation and its intent to 

comply with applicable State or Federal water quality 

requirements. (Tr. 75, $1-83.)
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25. Applicant conducted the environmental review 

and prepared the environmental statement pursuant to a 

lead agency arreement between Applicant and Commission.  

(ET, Ex. E-4.) Under these arrangements, TVA, as the 

agency committing the Federal Government to the project) 

conducted the environmental review and the environmental 

weighing and balancing at tlie various stagep in project 

development with AEC review of TVA's environmental 

statement for compliance with various AEC guidelines.  

(Tr. 73.) TVA-submitted its proposed final environ

enQrktal sta~tement to AEC prior to its issuance and prior 

to AEC's Notice of Hearing on the construction permit.  

(Tr. 74.) 

26. In implementation of its NEPA procedures, 

Applicant used a systematic, interdisciplinary approach 

to decision-making in the planning of Watts Bar Nuclear 

Plant. (ET, pp. 1-3.) Experts in many fields of 

engineering, natura. and social sciences and environmental 

design arts participated in the planning and design of 

the project in areas appropriate to their respective 

expertise. (ET, p. 1.) In addition, an interdisciplinary 

task force was established, which directed preparation
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of the Final Environmental Ptatement, circulated that 

document within TVA for comment, and made a thorough 

review of the document with the assistance of experts 

from all. concerned TVA program divisions (ET, p. 2).  

27. In its environmental review of the Watts Bar 

Nuclear Plant, TVA consulted with the appropriate Federal, 

State, and local agencies and with the public by sending 

copies of a draft environmental statement and a supple

ment thereto.to the appropriate Federal, State, and 

local agencies, by holding meetings with representatives 

of agencies of the State of Tennessee, and by making 

copies of the draft and supplement available to the 

puvblic. (ET, pp. 6-10; FES, summary sheet, 9 1.3.) 

All comments received on the draft and supplement were 

evaluated as part of Applicant's environmental review 

and were incorporated, with discussion and resolution 

where appropriate, into the final environmental statement.  

(ET, p. 5; FES, • 7.) No cormments were received from 

members of the gener'al public. (FES, 9 7.) 

28. AEC was one of the Federal agencies that gave 

TVA comments on its draft environmental statement,
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particularly with respect to the radiological, impact of 

plant operation and the environmental impact of radiolo

gical accidents (FES, § 7.1). On August 26, 1972, TVA 

sent to the AEC a preliminary draft of the Final Environ

mental Statement (ET, p. 12). This draft was reviewed 

by the Staff in accordance with the lead agency agreement.  

In the course of its review, the Staff determined that 

supplemental material should be furnished in the Final 

Environmental Statement (FES, Preface; Tr. 220). The 

supplemental material was included in the final version 

of the Final Environmental Statement and, with the 

addition of this material, the Staff concluded that the 

statement satisfies applicable requirements and that it 

is adequate to support the issuance of the construction 

permit (FES, Preface; Tr. 220, 221).  

29. The Board finds that the Final Environmental 

Statement is a comprehensive evaluation of' the various 

environmental considerations specified in 10 CFR Part 50, 

Appendix D, and in 9 102(2)(C) of NEPA, and sets forth 

a careful evaluation of various alternatives to the pro

posed course of action. The record shows that the
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Applicant has adequately described and considered such 

matters.  

2. Impact of Construction 

30. The Applicant has considered the unavoidable 

environmental impact to the site during construction.  

General clearing will eliminate 53 acres of woodland, 

but Applicant plans to avoid indiscriminate clearing and 

trees will be left standing to reduce visual impacts.  

(FES, p. 4.2-9.) Grading, excavation, and dredging will 

be conducted in a manner that will minimize siltation of 

the reservoir by use of techniques such as a suction 

dredge, settling ponds, dikes, berms, diversion dikes, 

check dams, sediment basins, fiber mats, netting, gravel, 

grasses, special drains, and other control devices.  

(FES, s 2.8.) 

31. Solid wastes duri.ng construction will be 

disposed of by burning (in compliance with applicable 

regulations), sanitary landfill, sale of salvageable 

material, or collecting in containers and disposal by 

contract. (FES, § 2.8.) Sanitary wastes during construc

tion will be handled by a temporary sewage treatment plant
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and chemical toilets. Chemical cleaning operations will 

be conducted so as to minimize releases to the reservoir 

and to ensure that any chemicals released have been 

neutralized and diluted to concentrations substantially 

below harmful levels.. (FES, § 2.8.) 

32. Applicant will initiate a monitoring program 

to determine existing turbidity and siltation levels, to 

measure siltation rates and turbidity levels during 

construction, and, consequently, to minimize increases 

in levels due to construction effects. (FES, 9 2.8.7.) 

33. The plant will require approximately 3,165 

acres of easements for transmission line right of way.  

Approximately 25 per cent is in woodland, 25 per cent is 

used for farming and pasture land, and the remainder is 

in uncultivated open land. Route selection is coordinated 

with municipal, county, and state planning boards and 

with municipal, state, and Federal authorities when 

crossing public land is involved. Final route selection 

will be made in keeping with the Department of Interior 

and Department of Agriculture publication entitled 

"Environmental Criteria for Electric Transmission Systems.
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( 2.2.) Applicant will employ the shear clearing 

of transmission line right of way as being the most 

doesirable from an environmental standpoi-I. (FES, § 2.2; 

Tr. 148-49.) The use by Applicant of extra high voltage 

lines reduces the amount of land required for ri"-h of 

way. (FES, F 2.2.) The transmission line connections 

will have some visual impacts, greater at reservoir 

crossing~s than overland. However, the overall visual 

impact associated with the plant, the cooling towers, and 

the transmission lines can be made acceptable at each of 

the alternative sites (discussed below). There appears 

to be no appreciable difference in overall visual impact 

associated with the Watts Bar site compared to the alter

native sites (FES, 9 4.2). moreover, the Board finds on 

the record presented that while the transmaission lines 

for the facility will cause some minor limitations in 

land use, it is unlikely that any significant permanent 

alterations in topography are inv6lved.  

34. The Board has considered the unavoidable impacts 

of construction and finds that the Applicant plans appro

priate measures to minimize them.
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3. Impact of Operations 

35. The radiological effects of accidents on the 

environment have been assessed as required by the Commis

sion's proposed guidance on preparation of environmental 

reports. The Applicant has concluded f rom his analysis 

that the environmental risks are exceedingly small 

(FES, § 2.3).  

36. During routine operation of the plant, small 

quantities of radioactive materials will be released to 

the environment. These will contribute a small increment 

to the natural background radiation dose that area 

residents now receive. Since'variations in the natural 

background may be expected to exceed the small increment 

of dose contributed by the facility, the incremental 

increase will bo unmeasurable in itself and will constitute 

no meanin-ngful risk. Taking into account direct radiation 

exposure, ingestion of radionuclides from food or water, 

and biological accumulation factors, there would be no 

meaningful risk from the extremely small incremental 

radiation dose from operation of the facility. (FES, 

H 2.4, 2.10, and Appendices E, F. G, and H.)Y
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37. Treatment provide'- for radioactive liquids 

results in releases to unrestricted areas that are as low 

as practicable. (FES, R 2.4; SSE, R 9.1.) The Staff is 

_J.n Oasic agreement with the App•licant's summary of the 

annual dose cormmitraents to humans in Table 2.4-2 of the 

Final Environmental Statement, including Applicant's 

computation for projected 1-131 dose to the thyroid.  

(Tr. 186, 187.) The Staff, however, has recently develop

ed a position regarding one of the assumptions used in 

calculating iodine dose to the thyroid through the grass

cow-milk change in order to meet the "as low as practi

cable" criterion. Calculations based on this new position 

indicate that the radiation dose for this isotope so 

computed exceeds by a small value the levels which would 

be associated with releases meeting the applicable 

criteria of "as low as practicable." However, there is 

no disagreement that the facility design criteria include 

the criterion that releases will be restricted to levels 

which are "as low-as practicable" as required by the 

Commission's regulations. Similarly, there is no 

disagreement that Applicant will provide final detailed 

designs which would: (a) meet the requirements 

eventually resulting from the rulemakinS proceeding
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involving proposed Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50 (,iRM 50-2); 

or, (b) in the absence of different requirements 

resulting from that proceeding, comply with the Staff's 

S...se.S".f 
of the "as low as practicable" reouirements 

of the Comnission's regulations in 10 CFR, Parts 20 and 

50 (Tr. 187-195).  

38. Alternative systems for reducing radioactive 

discharges were considered. Modifications were made to 

the liquid radwaste design originally proposed in order 

to provide for recycling of tritiated liquid and 

extended treatment of radioactive steam generator blow

down. (FES, § 2.4.) Alternatives considered for 

reducing gaseous radwaste included an increase from 45 

days to 60 days holdup time, cryogenic distillation, 

gas absorption in a fluorocarbon solvent, and a 

hydrogen recombiner. The 60-day holdup was selected as 

the best alternative, evaluating cost, feasibility, and 

environmental considerations. (FES, § 2.4.) 

39. Applicant has described the potential sources 

and amounts of nonradioactive dischar2-,as, including 

chemical discharges from various systems within the pant-
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and discharges from the yard drainage system, transfor

mers and electrical machinery, sanitary wastes, and 

normal solid waste disposal. has A-ic • hascoute 

thcso releases on a conservative basis and tabulated the 

rosults. Those compoutations show that the impacts on 

t envi.ronm-ent due to these dis-In- .11 w.ll be small.  

(?'S 2.5.) 

40. Alternative heat '--tonL methods consde•=d 

included once-througfh cooling, mechanic.l draft coolinS 

towers, natural draft cooling towers, spray canal systerm, 

and cooling lake system. Once-through cooling, using the 

waters of Chickamauga Re~ervoir, was ruled out because 

of lack of engineering feasibility in view of the limited 

flows available (FES, 9 2.6.4(1)). There was extensive 

treatment in the evidence of other cooling alternatives 

which showed that natural draft cooling towers are the 

most attractive method from the environmental and 

economic stano .(FES, . 6, Tr, 221. Te 

potential exists for infrequent ocCur-ences of .o..Jn

and icing at short distances as a result of t-•- coolmj 

towers. (FES, § 2.6.) The maximum amount of makeup

I
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water for the coolinig towers is 172 ft. 3 /s; dissolved 

solids concentrated in cooling tower blowdown will be 

well ithin applicable stream standards; and chlorine 

added ... -i-T[t for bIJol,.Ical control will not 

exceed 0.5 mg Th. These will not have a significant 

environmental impact (FES, § 2.5.1). The cooling towers 

and plumes will have a visual impact which would, how

ever, be substantially the same at any alternative site 

where auxiliary cooling facilities are used. (FES, 

A 2.6; i 24.2.) 

41. The Board finds that the Applicant has consi

dered radioactive and' nonradioactive releases from the 

plant under normal and accidental conditions. Suitable 

measures are planned to minimize such releases.  

Further, the Board finds that among the feasible heat 

dissipation alternatives, the natural draft cooling 

towers have the least adverse environmental impact. (F'-2-., 

9 2.6.) As noted subsequently, the appilicant has stated 

that it will meet applicable water quali:ty standards.  

(r - 7_75, 81-83.)

I
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. Radiation Monitoring< 

42. Applicant will conduct a radiological and 

environencntal rnonitorilng program to establish baseline 

data prior to plant startup, in order to disclose any 

changes that may occur as a result of plant operation.  

These programs will be reviewed and coordinated with 

appropriate Federal, State, and local agencies. (PSAR, 

§ 2.4, 2.7, and Appendix 1.) 

43. The Staff has concluded that Applicant's 

radiation and environmental monitoring will be adequate 

for monitoring the radiological impact of plant operation 

on the environs and assessing the health and safety 

aspects of the release of radioactivity to the environ

ment from operation of the plant, and the Fish and Wild

life Service of the U. S. Department of Interior has 

revi ewed the proposed monitoring and considers it 

adequate to protect fish and wildlife resources from 

significant damage. (SSE, § 9.4, 9.5, and Appendix F.) 

1•4. The Board finds on the record presented that 

the Applicant has described adequate radiation and
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environmental monitoring programs for the construction 

permit stage and that details of operational monitoring 

programs can reasonably be left for deternination in 

conrnection with the operating license.  

5. Transportation of Fuel and 
Radioactive Waste 

45. Any fuel or radioactive waste that is shipped 

to or from the site will be shipped in accordance with 

Co::mmission rceglations, requirements of the Department 

of Transportation, and applicable state regulations.  

(YES, 9 2.1.) Under normal shipping conditions, no 

release of any radioactive materials will occur; and 

under the very severe accident conditions postulated, 

only slight releases are expected. The Applicant has 

estimated that if approximately 32,500 persons reside 

along an assumed 325-mile route over which irradiated 

fuel might be transported, .these persons might receive, 

under normal conditions, an annual direct radiation 

dose of about 0.007 man-rem. (FES, § 2.1.2(2)(a).)
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16. The Board finds that the transportation of new 

fuel to the facility or spent fuel and radioactive waste-s 

from the facility will have insignificant impact on the 

environment under either normal or accident conditions.  

6. Need for Power and Alternatives 

47. The need for power on Applicant's system has 

bcen analyzed. (FES, 9 1.2.) Applicant's forecasts and 

conclusions as to the need for additional generating 

capacity are supported by the Federal Power Cormmission 

(FES, 9 7.12). The power from the Watts Bar facilities 

will be needed to satisfy TVA's obligations for supply 

of electrical power to meet demands, including the need 

for adequate reserves to assure an acceptable level of 

reliability (FES, 9 1.2). Possible alternative means 

examined for furnishing the required generating capacity 

included the purchase of power, and construction of a 

gas-fired plant, an oil-fifed plant, or a coal-fired 

plant. Upon analysis, it was determined that a coal

fired plant presented the only feasible alternative.  

As between a coal-fired plant and a nuclear plant, the 

nuclear plant offered the best choice both in terms of
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economics and environmental impact. (FES, §4.1.) The 

alternative of not constructing the plant was considered 

unacceptable in view of the Applicant's power needs and 

the inadequacy of the purchased power alternative. (FES, 

S1.2.) 

48. Seven alternative sites on Guntersville, 

Chickamauga, and Watts Bar reservoirs were considered by 

Applicant as a location for the Watts Bar units. After 

a study of environmental factors associated with each 

site, it was concluded that no significant physical 

characteristic would preclude location of the proposed 

plant on any of the sites studied, and that none of the 

other sites would be more suitable than Watts Bar. The 

Watts Bar site was selected because of more favorable 

access and close proximity to other TVA generating 

facilities. In addition, since more site-related data 

were already available on the Watts Ear site, it. provided 

a more favorable leadtime. (FES, § 41.2.) 

149. The Boa:d finds that construction and eventual 

operation of attI 2ar Nuclear Plant is required for h 

ppl~lcti on to meet its forecast of elcctrical power
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demands and that the selected site represents the optimum 

selection among those considered based on overall economic 

and environmental considerations.  

7. Staff Evaluation 

50. The Staff reviewed the alternatives considered 

by the Applicant and concluded that there were no 

identifiably feasible alternatives other than those 

treated by the Applicant in the Final Environmental 

Statement, and that, of those alternatives analyzed, none 

were superior to those actually selected by the Applicant 

(Tr. 221). In addition, the Staff conducted an independ

ent evaluation of the section covering benefit-cost 

weighing and balancing (FES, § 8) and arrived at 

essentially the same conclusions as had the Applicant 

(Tr. 222-224). The Staff has concluded that Applicant;' s 

onvironmental statesment complies with applicabe require

i _-n-, s a n d i s a d e ,u -t e t o s u o no r t t'. e-1 . ,.;5.. , a I• it -.  

(;1".s, Prof ace.) 

51. The Board f£inds or. hcho recorce in th'ls roceed-

in- that L-plieant, has amp; icyd an .nte.•..c-..,±!5a,
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approach in the environmental review of the Watts Bar 

Nuclear Plant; that Applicant's procedures have insured 

that environmental factors have been given appropriate 

consideration in decisionmaking along w'ith technical and 

other considerations, and that the Applicant's Final 

Environmental Statement contains consideration of 

alternatives to minimize environmental impacts and 

suitable environmental cost-benefit analysis, as required 

by Appendix D to 10 CFRJ Part 50.  

52. The Board, on the basis of the entire record, 

finds that the principal benefits and costs of the Watts 

Bar Nuclear Plant may be summarized as follows: 

(a) The benefits of the plant include the value 

of the needed electrical power to be genera

ted and the potential for reduction of 

releases of combustion products to the 

atmosphere which.would be associated with 

a fossil-fired station of equal capacity.  

Additional benefits derive from increased 

payments to local governments in lieu of 

tax payments, and the valuc as a stimulant

__-' II-_
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to the economic grov.,t.. of the region by 

helping to assure an abundant supply of 

electrical* power and increased em-nloyment.  

potentials. Further indirect economic and 

social benefits can be expected to result 

from the recreational and educational 

value associated with visits to the plant.  

(b) In addition to the monetary costs, costs 

of the plant include the cornrit2ent of 

967 acres of land for the lifetime of the 

plant; the rejection of about 1.56 x 1010 

BTU/hr primarily, to the air directly and.  

to a small extent via the Chickamauga 

Reservoir from cooling tower blowdown; 

the consumptive use by evaporation of 

about 62 ft. 3 /s of water; some larval 

fish mortalitiesi some intermi tt.en.  

fogging which may offeci nearby -.... *-s....  

tation; the const3ruction of ncw trar•.  

mis'sion lines; min-or re leaze,:.
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Chickaniaufa Reservoir; erosion of soil 

during construction; a very. low 

probability of releasing radioactivity 

due to an accident during the transport 

of radioactive materials. (FES, 9 8.) 

III. CONCLUSIONS 

53. The Board has given careful consideration to 

all of the documentary and oral evidence in this proceed

ing. Based on our review of the entire record in this 

proceeding and the foregoing findings and discussion, 

we conclude that the application and the record of the 

proceeding contain sufficient information, and the review 

of the application by the Staff has been adequate to 

support (1) the findings proposed to be made by the 

Director of Regulation as set out in the Notice of Hear

ing in this proceeding, and (2) the issuance of the 

construction permit proposed by the Director of Regulatioi>.  

~.:...... w:e cl.os of the on.r., - 0, December e
1972, the .'Soar.- received Am. n to the pplca

• " ..... " "••"- ... ... ... ."••" T: f ? ... I• ,• . .... . i

made by Appli:ant during •-"o .:ea- . " 

a'nd: does not 'c" h'"' e - ... '1 .. i.1a .- . ... n
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54. In accordance with Apprndix D to 10 CFR Part 

50 of the Commission's regulations, the Board also con

cludes as follows: 

A. The environmental review conducted by the Tennes

see Valley Authority, pursuant to the National 

Environmental Policy Act of 1969, has been 

adequate.  

B. The Staff has conducted an independent review of 

the costs, benefits, and alternatives.  

C. The rcquirements of Section 102(2)(C) and (D) of 

the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 

and the applicable provisions in Appendix D of 

10 CFR 50, considering that Applicant is an 

agency of the Federal Government and the "lead 

agency" under the guidelines of the Council on 

Environmental Quality, have been complied with 

in the proceeding.  

D. Upon independently considering the final balance 

among the factors contained in the record of the 

proceeding, the Board has determined that con

struction permits for the Watts Bar Nuclear 

Plant, Units 1 and 2 should be issued.
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ORDER 

Based on the Board's findings and conclusions and 

pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act and the Commission's 

regulations, IT IS ORDERED that the Director of Regula

,tion is authorized to issue a construction permit to the 

Tennessee Valley Authority to construct thhe Watts &ar 

Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2, consistent with the terms 

of this iniLtial decision, substantially in the form 

attached as Attachment A. IT IS FURTIER 0RDERED, in accord

ance with 10 CFR 2.760, 2.762, 2.764, 2.785, and 2.786 of 

the Commission's Rules of Practice, that this initial 

dccision shall constitute the final decision of the Com

mission subject to the review thereof pursuant to the 

above-cited rules.  

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND 
LICENSING BOARD 

Lestea Kornbli.I, Jr., Member 

Ach `.} ,I~embei

*,, ..... ..  

,_< ""f.73-..•'-;" , . .. 7 ",T . , ,-



"ATTACHINT A .  

UNITED STATES 

ATOMIC ENERGY COM.MISSiON 
WASHINGTON, D.C. Z0545 

tL TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTIMR.ITY 

.L WATTS BAR N-UCL-AR PLNT N-IT 1 

q7 -. DOCKET NO. 50-3q! .-• DEC . 1-972 i's /- -I, 
CONSTRUCTION PEBR•71T 

6' onstruction Perxdnt No. CPPR,-9J.  

1. Pursuant to Section 103 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as aenL.z 

(the Act), and Title 10, Chapter 1, Code of Federal Regulations, 
Part 50, "Licensing of Production and Utilization Facilities," 

and pursuant to the Initial Decision of the Atomic Safety and 

Licensing Board, the Atoric Energy Conz.ission (the Commission) 

hereby issues a construction perait to the Tennessee Valley Auth'riyz: 

(the applicant) f6r a utilization facility (the facility), 
designed to operate at 341.1 megawatts (thermal) described in 

the application and amendraents thereto (the app-olcaticn) filed 

in this matter by the applicant and as z.ore fully described 

in the evidence received at the public -earin." upon that 

application. The facilit"y, known as the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, 

Unit 1, will be located on the applicanILs site in Rhea Counzy, 

Tennessee.  

2. This perzt shall be deemed to contain and be subject to the 
conditions specified in Sections 50.54 -nd 50.55 of said rgul.'i. ' 

is subject to all applicable provisions ef the Ac. t, aad rues , 
regula:ions and orders of the Commission now or .-reafer in 

effect; and is subject to the conditions specified or incorporaL•:

below: 

A. The ea-rlicst date for the co-alet'.".: .fJ.: :o. i.  

faci'.it- ia Fc.bruary 1, 1976, a:¾. . oata :. .;" 

is Au-, '.st , .1976.  

B. Tn- fac-ii.v shall be constructed - .1 . ., .

ais dcscribed iin the application, *.lca Cou;Z<y Tennc. -' ce.  

C. This con;:; zrZ;•itin ;curmit au horizýs t ý7n-, .. ;crnt •: co-. t.r 
the faci-2.:" y cescr•-i-c ter. ap-c-=• .-...... :•,ai: 

record in a cor&.znca w-n l tzh z r:.:c.i. 7i. arch, Lza Zra- al • 
.e~ngin eecring crite-ria s('.t forth.n ~ •i:



"D. [Appropriate conditions, if ar,, iziposed pursuant to Section 105 
of the Act, as hpplicable.-] 

3. This permit is subjEft to t1i'e-imitationthat a license authorizing 
operation of the facility will not be issu:•.d by the Comnm ission 
unless (a) the applicant submits to the C•-.issi.n, by amendment 
to the application the CO-pLete final safty analysis report, 
portions of which may be subDi tted and evaluated from time to time; 
(b) thc' Cocamission finds that the final de•ign provides reasonable 
assurance that the health and safety of the public will not be 
endangered by the operation o. the facility in accordance with 
procedurcs approved by it in connection with the issuance of said 
license; and (c) the applicant submits prcif of financial protection 
and the' execution of an indezmnzity zgreement as required by 
Section 170 of the Act.  

Dated at Bethesda, 'Maryland, this day of , 1972.  

FOR THE ATOMIC ENERGY C0•ISSIM N
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,, UNITED STATES 

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON. D.C. MA5 

TENrSES SEE VALLEY ATJ`TI RITY 

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLAN\-T UNIT 2 

" L0 CKET 1O. 50-391 

1 972 Z 

CONSTRUCTiON PEPIT 

Construction Permit No. CPPR-92 

1. Pursuant to Section 103 of the Atbmic Energy Act of 1954, as ametded 
(the Act), and Title 10, Chapter 1, Code of Federal Regulations, 

Part 50, "Licensing of Production and Utilization Facilities," 
and pursuant to the Initial Decision of the Atomic Safety and 

Licensing Board, the Atomic Energy Commission (the Comission) 
* " hereby issues a construction permit to the Tennessee Valley Authority 

(the applicant) for a utilization facility (the facility), 
designed to operate at 3411 megaw.atts (thermal) described in 

the application and amendments thereto (the application) filed 

in this matter by the applicant and as more fully described 

in the evidence received at the public hearing upon that 

application. The facility, known as the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, 
Unit 2, will be located on the applicant's site in Rhea County, 
Tennessee.  

2. This permit shall be deemed to contain and be subject to the 

conditions specified in Sections 50.54 and 50.55 of said regulations; 

is subject to all applicable provisions of the Act, and rules, 
ý-egulau.Lons and orders of the Comnission now or hereafter in 

effect; and is subject to the conditions specified or incorporat,.  

below: 

A. 7he earliest date for the completion of Unit No. 2 of !.h:.  
facilitv is Nkovember 1, 1976, and the lacest date for co'.-.  
is Aay 1, i977.  

B. Tea facility shall be constructed and located -at "thc site 
as-descri-.cd .Ln the ap,!iencion, in C.-ca Coun-ty.,.' e•,:.  

""CI This "cci..;: ri.dtion permLit authorize~s t•,e *appi-ic~nt ,:o cons..;i..L 

•:," fY :'.'", - &scribed in the applic-t:111-n- 0 the 
•--,.cordanca witrh zhe princiLil a-chitec-ural n 

-Z- 4-r~n, cýriteria set for,,h•er...,.
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D. [Appropriate conditions, if any, imposed pursuant to Section 105 
of the Act, as applicable.] 

3. This permit is subjEct to tha' im1tatica.that a license authorizing operation of the facility will not be issued by the Commission unless (a) the applicant subrmits to the Commission, by amendment to tie application, the comiplete final safety analysis report, portions of which may be subxmitted and evalua~ted from time to time; (b) the Com.mission finds that the final design p.-ovides reasonable 
assurance that the health 7ne, safety of the public will not be endan:-ared by the operation of the !ac-••-ty in accordance with procedures approved by it in connection with the issuance of said license; and (c) the applicant submits proof of financial protection and the execution of an indemlnity agreenent as required by 
Section 170 of the Act....  

Dated at Bethesda, Xaryland, this day of , 1972.

FOR .... ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION


